We’re here to help you make the best
possible start ...
At Sam-Search we specialize in the placement
of all levels of successful sales professionals.

SALES RECRUITING SOLUTIONS

& proven results in finding candidates that will
best perform in your business environment.

Our overall purpose is to identify top talent in
the various industries we represent, to meet
the specialized needs of our clients, and to
offer challenge, growth and opportunity to
our candidates. We take great pride in our
recruiting and search efforts, representing
only the top employee-focused companies
across the country.
We have an extensive candidate base and
proven success in effectively filling your
hiring needs with the sales professional that
best meets your company’s profile and
corporate culture.

We search for those individuals capable of succeeding
not only in their initial roles, but also in achieving our
clients' long-term corporate objectives. We also seek
to preserve and protect the integrity and
confidentiality of both our clients and candidates at
all times by maintaining the highest degree of
professionalism and ethical standards in the industry.

EMAIL US at:
dave@sam-search.com
Visit our website:
http://www.sam-search.com
CALL US at:

Sam-Search
sales recruiting services

407-968-5375

One of our highly qualified sales support
staff will gladly provide more information.

At Sam-Search we realize that every company and every recruiting search has its own special needs…
Take advantage of our proven knowledge and experience to further the growth of the sales of your company with the support of our quality services

Sales recruiting solutions that will
work for your business resulting in:
! Sales growth
! Increased productivity
! Real profits
! Improved sales support

custom recruiting services for
your business needs
Sam-Search recognizes that now more than ever, having
quality, effective and highly professional employees are key to
any organization's success. Therefore, the process of
identifying and recruiting outstanding talent must be a critical
part

of

your

corporate

strategy.

We

take

personal

responsibility to ensure that all our clients receive a timely,
efficient thoughtful response to their recruiting and staffing
needs. Our approach enables us to offer our clients an
unsurpassed level of quality, service and attention.
Leveraging a strong partnership with clients, Sam-Search
successfully identifies, interviews, and assists in the hire of top
candidates nationwide, and employs a stringent screening
process to ensure compatibility with company culture.

WE’VE WORKED WITH A DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE. HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

Sam-Search
sales recruiting services

CALL US

407-968-5375

SAM-SEARCH offers 25 years of
combined experience in sales
recruiting and personal placement.
From Sales Executives to Key Account
Managers, from Territory Managers
to Sales Directors, we are known for
finding the most competent
candidates for all vacancies.
Our recruiting experts have
extensive knowledge and experience
in interviewing candidates to
properly identify the specific skills
and characteristics that will match
your needs. In this way we assure the
best candidate fit for their successful
development in your company.
We are enthusiastic, educated supporters of our
clients, which comes across clearly to potential
candidates and helps promote a strong interest in
your company.

